The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL),\(^{(1)}\) thanks the Subcommittee for this opportunity to offer testimony and the following written statement concerning the Defender Services Appropriation for fiscal year 1996.

**Introduction**

The Defender Services Appropriation funds the Federal government's Sixth Amendment obligation to provide counsel to represent defendants unable to hire their own attorney.\(^{(2)}\) In addition to attorneys, the appropriation enables the government to fulfill its Fifth Amendment duty to provide such defendants with the "basic tools,"\(^{(3)}\) and the "raw materials"\(^{(4)}\) necessary to contest the prosecution's case within our country's adversary system of justice. These services are mandated by the United States Constitution; they are not "discretionary."

Two years ago, the Judicial Conference of the United States reported to Congress the results of its extensive review of the Criminal Justice Act (CJA):

There is no question that the single most important problem to confront the CJA program in recent years is that sufficient funding has not been appropriated to meet the increasing costs of providing the Constitutionally mandated services that the program was created to provide.\(^{(5)}\)
Years of insufficient funding has resulted in a flawed federal criminal justice system, with:

- Inadequate funding for existing federal defender organizations and death penalty resource programs;
- Unreasonable compensation for CJA "panel" attorneys;
- Failure to open federal defender organizations in each district; and
- Inadequate training for panel attorneys.

NACDL strongly agrees with these findings of the Judicial Conference Report. Without adequate — and long overdue — Defender Services funding, the constitutional mandates of Due Process and Effective Assistance of Counsel cannot be fulfilled. This is at least inefficient: when constitutional violations occur, charges will be dismissed; convictions will be reversed. Moreover, without adequate funding, the judicial branch will be unable to perform the functions necessary to the separation of powers paradigm on which our constitutional form of government is based. The chronic underfunding of the Judiciary in recent years, relative to its increased workload, has led the Judicial Conference Committee on Long Range Planning to note:

Separation of powers principles require that no branch of government deprive another of either the powers or resources it needs to perform its core functions. Discharge of the judicial function as an independent branch requires resources sufficient for the judiciary to perform all its constitutional and statutory mandates. Unlike several state judiciaries, which have asserted an inherent right to compel funding beyond regular appropriations for judicial functions, federal courts depend on the Congress to provide them with sufficient resources. Chronic failure to provide adequate resources puts federal judges in the unfortunate position of supplicants, constantly begging the Congress for funds.

Judicial administrators have stretched inadequate appropriations as far as they can. Judges as jurists, however, may not be so accommodating to infringements on the separation of powers paradigm. If underfunding continues, the "suppliant" role may wear thin; a constitutional crisis could develop. The Proposed Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts offers this contingency in its chapter on "Confronting the Alternative Future":

If caseload volume renders the courts of appeals and district courts unable to deliver timely, well-reasoned decisions and speedy trials with procedural fairness, the Judicial Conference should consider seeking more extensive reductions in federal court jurisdiction to fulfill the mission of the federal courts [including:] Consistent with standards developed by the Judicial Conference, authorize district courts to decline jurisdiction in . . . criminal cases where state courts have concurrent jurisdiction and the federal interest is minimal.

Within constitutional limits, Congress is, of course, empowered to declare, wage and escalate War on Crime — and to fully fund the Executive component of those efforts. In order to do so within the supreme law of the Constitution, however, the Judicial Branch, including the Defender
Services Budget, must also be fully funded.

Public Defenders

NACDL agrees with the Judicial Conference that each judicial district should have an adequately funded federal defender organization (Federal Defender or non-profit Community Defender). Federal Defender offices provide consistently high quality representation because they specialize in federal criminal law, receive regular training through the Administrative Office and the Federal Judicial Center, and maintain ongoing professional relationships with the court and the other agencies involved in the criminal justice system. In many districts, defenders also provide training, legal advice, and administrative support to CJA panel attorneys.

Congress should appropriate funds sufficient to open defender offices in the districts now without such offices; to enable existing offices to keep up with the caseloads added by accelerating law enforcement and prosecution budgets; and to accommodate the increase in complexity driven by recent and expected substantive criminal legislation.

Post-Conviction Defender Organizations

Post-Conviction Defender Organizations (PCDOs) (formerly "Death Penalty Resource Centers") are community defender organizations serving 20 of the 38 death penalty states (50 federal judicial districts). Established as a cost-effective means of providing counsel, PCDOs specialize in state and federal death penalty representation — the law's most complex, burdensome and emotionally taxing specialty.

In addition to direct representation in some cases, PCDOs perform a number of functions which help to ensure that fair and complete capital habeas corpus petitions are promptly filed and competently processed by trained counsel. These organizations assist the courts by recruiting, for court appointment, attorneys willing and able to provide representation in these complicated and demanding cases, thus relieving the courts of the need to perform this difficult and often time-consuming task. In many states, PCDO assistance has enabled private attorneys to provide representation *pro bono* — without charge to the government. And where *pro bono* attorneys are not able to satisfy the need for counsel services, PCDO staff attorneys provide cost-effective representation in these most critical cases. Finally, where a PCDO does not have funds to hire enough staff to represent all of a state's death row population, and compensated counsel is required, the PCDO provides support services that reduce the cost of private attorney services.
In short, by providing competent, well-trained counsel, PCDOs reduce delay and, ultimately, the cost of processing capital cases in accordance with the constitutional requirements and procedures established by the Supreme Court. As the Judicial Conference Report puts it:

The Death Penalty Resource Centers have provided invaluable services in an appropriate and cost effective manner. They have facilitated the appointment of competent attorneys in capital cases and have brought a higher quality of representation to these cases. They have, moreover, streamlined the capital litigation process by expediting cases and avoiding costly repetitive legal proceedings. The resource centers demonstrate how the current flexible structure of the CJA program has allowed for the development of innovative uses of limited resources that facilitate the attorneys working within the program in delivering the kind of representation required to ensure the continued vitality of the Sixth Amendment in even the most complex and demanding cases.\(^{(15)}\)

Funding for PCDOs comes from the Defender Services Appropriation and from non-CJA (state or private) resources sufficient to support the PCDO's work related to state court proceedings. The federal component of this funding needs to be greatly increased to fill the capital caseload needs, consistent with legislative demands for more Federal capital prosecutions and for faster processing of capital habeas cases.

**CJA Panel Attorney Compensation**

Anticipating inadequate Defender Services appropriations, the Judicial Conference, in 1988, decided that CJA panel attorney rate increases would be given its the lowest spending priority, in an attempt to stretch insufficient funds to cover a full fiscal year.\(^{(16)}\) No rate increases have been implemented since then. In 1992, implementing CJA panel attorney rate increases was further discouraged by the Appropriations Committees:

While the conferees are not attempting to second guess the judgment of the members of the Judicial Conference concerning the need for increases in panel attorney rates, the constraints facing the conferees precluded the inclusion of such an increase in the conference agreement.\(^{(17)}\)

Following that advice, budget requests for fiscal years 1994,\(^{(18)}\) 1995,\(^{(19)}\) and now for 1996, omit the funds necessary to implement rate increases provided by the CJA,\(^{(20)}\) and established by the Judicial Conference,\(^{(21)}\) but never implemented. As a result, CJA panel attorneys in most judicial districts are still paid at 1984 rates: $40 per hour for out-of-court work; $60 per hour for work in-court; averaging $45 per hour\(^{(22)}\) ($30 in 1984 dollars).\(^{(23)}\)

The cost of practicing law, in the meantime, has increased tremendously. The most recent $75 rate, approved in January, 1995, applies (if and when funded) to the District of South Dakota, a
low-cost area, where surveys conducted by the Defender Services Division show that the average overhead cost of a law office is $38 per hour, and the average private sector prevailing rates for criminal cases are $94 per hour in-court, $93 per hour out-of-court. In moderate-cost locations, the costs, and the prevailing sector rates, are notably higher. The cost of law office overhead in Vermont, for example, was $47 per hour in 1993.\(^{(24)}\) A recent survey by the Tennessee Bar Association shows the average cost of office overhead of $46.81 per billable hour, and the average private sector prevailing rate for criminal cases of $115.84.\(^{(25)}\) However, prevailing private sector rates and overhead costs in expensive metropolitan areas where the $75 CJA rates have been annually postponed for lack of federal appropriations (Miami, Dallas, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Atlanta, Cleveland, Minneapolis, etc.) are much higher - effectively turning panel attorney service into a direct subsidy of the government's constitutional obligation to provide assistance of counsel to the indigent accused of crime.\(^{(26)}\) The Judicial Conference has long recognized this problem:

The $40 and $60 hourly rates paid to CJA panel attorneys are seriously deficient. In many locations, they do not even cover the basic office overhead costs of law offices. Thus, many lawyers accept assignments of cases from the federal courts at a financial sacrifice to their livelihood.\(^{(27)}\)

Of course, the problem is most acute in districts without a federal defender organization, where panel attorneys are often conscripted to fulfill the government's constitutional obligations, losing their livelihood, and risking bankruptcy in the process.\(^{(28)}\)

Several state courts have held that such a taking of private property for public use, without just compensation, violates the "takings clause" of the Fifth Amendment, or state constitutional counterparts.\(^{(29)}\) It is well settled that an attorney's professional skills are property. Under the Federal Constitution, "the right to practice law has been held to be a property right within the meaning of the due process and equal protection provisions of the fourteenth amendment."\(^{(30)}\) "From this it follows that an attorney from whom services are demanded and by whom they are given has a property right in his fee for those services which . . . should be based on their just and reasonable value."\(^{(31)}\)

The crux of the CJA panel attorney payment problem is this: The CJA, unlike the 1931 Davis-Bacon Act, does not require panel attorney payments reflecting, or even reasonably approximating, the prevailing private market wage. In fact, the $75 maximum rate is less than fifty percent of the value set by the private market in many locations. Continued payments at less than half of that statutory rate — and below the out-of-pocket cost of keeping an office open — continually violates the basic constitutional property rights of those panel attorneys who, after all, have the same rights and responsibilities of any other small business owner.\(^{(32)}\)
Training for Panel Attorneys

As the costs of living generally — and practicing law in particular — have risen, and as federal criminal law has become more complex, time-consuming and specialized, the pool of qualified CJA panel attorneys has decreased because the rates in most areas have been frozen for over a decade. Some of the resulting problems are explained by the Judicial Conference Report:

Federal criminal law, including its sentencing aspects, has become exceedingly complex. It is no longer feasible for a state criminal defense lawyer to appear occasionally in a federal court and be expected to perform competently. Lack of knowledge of federal law and procedure can create very serious adverse consequences for criminal defendants.

In order to be an effective advocate in a federal criminal case today, it is essential that an attorney be knowledgeable in the federal sentencing guidelines. Unfortunately, however, information elicited by the Review Committee indicates that it is not uncommon for attorneys with little or no criminal experience to be appointed in federal cases, and a lack of training for panel attorneys was a common complaint cited in hearings before and correspondence to the review committee. (33)

Given the well-recognized, increasingly serious difficulty in recruiting qualified panel attorneys, the Judicial Conference proposed "only minimal qualification standards." (34) Even though quality control is essential, in districts stuck — since 1984 — at the $40/$60 rate, the Conference was forced to recognize that "specific requirements might render it difficult or impossible to find a sufficient number of attorneys to serve on the panel." (35) However, the Proposed Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts recommends against further delay in qualification standards: "The CJA does not establish qualification standards for attorneys serving on CJA panels. The practice of federal criminal law has become highly specialized. Defendants face increasingly lengthy prison terms. It is time for panel attorneys to be held to certain minimum qualifications." (36)

The solution to the chronic, systemic problem of a lack of qualified attorneys for indigents is to pay rates sufficient to attract qualified attorneys and, at the same time, to promulgate the qualification and experience standards that are well recognized to be necessary. The Judicial Conference's alternative — government-run and subsidized training programs (37) — is at best a short-term, out-dated and far from comprehensive plan. The true solution is to permit the market system to work: panel attorneys paid at a fair rate (even though far less than the market rate) can purchase from the private market the training necessary to competently fulfill the government's constitutional mandates. The Judicial Conference should set high standards; Congress should appropriate funding sufficient to enable panel attorneys to purchase the training necessary to obtain (and maintain) the skills necessary to the job. The whole criminal justice system will work efficiently then, to the benefit, including tax savings, of us all — and it will be a justice system worthy of its name.
Conclusion — the Future of the CJA

The Criminal Justice Act requires a "substantial proportion" of appointments to the private bar. "Substantial' shall usually be defined as approximately 25 percent of the appointments under the CJA annually throughout the district." The American Bar Association also recommends "substantial participation by the private bar," in order to provide a broad-based constituency for improvement of the criminal justice system:

All lawyers, whether criminal practitioners or not, share in the responsibility of ensuring that the most visible legal institution in the Nation, the criminal justice system, is of the highest attainable quality. Increasingly, however, indigent defense in many cities is almost the exclusive responsibility of public defenders and a very small private bar. The remainder of the trial bar is not fulfilling its obligation to participate through the representation of indigent defendants, and as a result, the shunning of criminal defense practice deprives the criminal justice system of a powerful voice for criminal justice reform, because the influential lawyers are unfamiliar with the working of the criminal justice system.

The private bar's participation in the federal criminal justice system is also necessary to counter the inherent trend, in any closed bureaucracy, of ignoring or rejecting alternative, even critical, points of view; in other words, to provide for a healthy and efficient system of checks and balances.

The combination contemplated by the CJA — approximately 25 percent private panel attorneys; 75 percent public defenders — is readily attainable. Defender offices can and should be opened in all federal districts, and should receive most (approximately 75 percent) of the appointments. The remaining cases should be assigned to panel attorneys who are willing (not conscripted), who are qualified (meeting high standards) and who are reasonably compensated (in order to maintain qualifications, pay necessary office overhead, and avoid destitution).

But still, the only way to obtain these goals — and to fulfill the government's constitutional mandate — is to fully fund the Criminal Justice Act. Because past appropriations have been grossly inadequate, and because the budget now proposed does not even purport to redress the dire need, NACDL urges this Committee to recommend — and the Congress to enact — an adequate Defender Services Appropriation of $400,000,000. This appropriation cannot be viewed in a vacuum. Aside from the constitutionally inherent values of a truly fair and efficient criminal justice system, compared to the institutional, economic inefficiencies inhering in inadequate funding for the procedurally imperative criminal defense attorney, the full and fair funding for such lawyers is a pittance to pay, and a societal bargain.
On behalf of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, I want to thank the subcommittee again for affording us this opportunity to be heard on this very important subject, and for considering our concerns and requests for congressional action.

Richard Kammen
NACDL
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